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Routledge. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 160
pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.5in.The central questions
of this book are: How do the best managers behave What sets
them apart from their peers What impact do they have on their
subordinates and co-workers The theme and organizing idea
of the book is the good enough manager or GEM. The concept
is based on the psychological theory of the good enough
mother who provides an environment where an infant learns
to develop an autonomous and genuine self. She does this by
responding with empathy and adapting her behavior,
completely meeting the childs needs in the beginning and then
gradually letting go, allowing more autonomy and room for
the child to add something uniquely his own to the
relationship. This book is based on a primary principle: Just as
there is no such thing as a perfect parent, managing people in
organizations is an inherently human and fallible endeavor,
mainly because managing occurs by and through human
relationships. Through the words of over 1000 study
respondents, GEMs are shown to be mentors and teachers,
relationship builders, and models of integrity for their workers.
Each of these themes is explored, making connections to...
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This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell
you that this is actually the very best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for
actually.
-- Fr a nk Nienow-- Fr a nk Nienow

This is the greatest book we have study right up until now. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a
worth reading. Your lifestyle period will probably be enhance when you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Sa ntos K oelpin-- Sa ntos K oelpin
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